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Geraldton port

Movement of People  
and Resources

Water

Energy

Waste

With an economy underpinned by traditional agriculture, fishing and the resources sectors, the 
Mid West requires extensive and efficient supply chain infrastructure and transport networks 
to facilitate access to its domestic and overseas markets.  As global demand grows, the region 
will focus on expanding supply of its products and services to new and expanding domestic and 
global markets.

Many of the region’s natural resource assets are presently stranded by strategic infrastructure 
capacity constraints (eg port, power, roads, rail).  These constraints will continue to impede 
regional productivity and substantial investment in physical infrastructure is essential to 
unlock the region’s significant future growth and development potential.

This chapter identifies the Blueprint's key Physical Infrastructure focus and priorities.

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
CREATE AN INTEGRATED NETWORK OF INFRASTRUCTURE TO 
GENERATE NEW INDUSTRY OPPORTUNITIES FOR AN ANNUAL  

ECONOMIC GROWTH RATE OF 5% BY 2025.

5A.  MId WEST BLUEPRINT PILLAR
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With an economy underpinned by agriculture, fishing 
and the resources sectors, the Mid West requires 
extensive and efficient supply chain infrastructure 
and transport networks to facilitate access to its 
domestic and overseas markets.  As the region’s main 
conduit to market, Geraldton is a terminus of road 
and rail infrastructure throughout the Mid West and is 
connected to external markets via its port, airport, rail 
and arterial road network.

The Mid West is strategically located half way between the Fremantle 
port and the country’s leading direct shipping iron ore province, the 
Pilbara.  To capitalise on its position, the region has a busy Panamax 
port in Geraldton with plans for a deepwater port at Oakajee.  These 
exporting facilities are supported by an integrated network of dual 
gauge rail infrastructure, several major roads, the Dampier Bunbury 
Gas Pipeline, grid supplied power and access to groundwater.

The State has also developed a fully structure planned, 6,500ha 
greenfields industrial estate site adjacent to the planned deepwater 
port.  This would be linked via the Geraldton heavy freight bypass and 
the Oakajee Narngulu Infrastructure Corridor (ONIC).

Global demand for various commodities (such as minerals and food) 
creates opportunities for commodity based economies like the Mid West 
to grow and diversify.  However, infrastructure capacity constraints, 
particularly at its port, various major roads and the Geraldton airport, 
are impeding the region’s growth potential.

Security of key infrastructure corridors is fundamental to effective 
strategic regional planning and the delivery of priority economic 
infrastructure.  A focus on staged delivery of major infrastructure 
may help position the region for future growth and minimise future 
bottlenecks that inhibit growth opportunities.

A Mid West Strategic Infrastructure Group (MWSIG) exists to share agency 
information on infrastructure priorities within their relevant portfolios.

CHALLENGE:  A shared vision and unified approach across agencies 
and the private sector is required to support the timely delivery of 
major regional infrastructure.  This includes identifying and securing 
key infrastructure corridors to enable future development.

CHALLENGE:  A strategic (and potentially staged) approach is needed 
to deliver key Mid West infrastructure to capture future economic 
opportunities.

CHALLENGE:  Securing funding and the long lead times associated with 
major infrastructure items (investigations, approvals and development) 
present significant challenges to realising economic opportunities in a 
timely manner.

The WA Regional Freight Transport Network Plan (WARFTNP) prioritises 
"expansion of the region's freight network to link the emerging Mid West 
resources industry to existing and future Mid West ports, manage the 
Greater Geraldton area's increasing freight task and improve the area's 
northern and southern freight accesses to support future development".

The WARFTNP (p12) has a number of specific priorities relating to 
Mid West ports, rail and roads infrastructure.  These projects are listed 
in the relevant sections of this Mid West Blueprint element - Movement 
of People and Resources.

OAkAjEE dEEPWATER PORT ANd ASSOCIATEd 
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Efficient / competitive port infrastructure is a key to driving regional 
growth.  The proposed deepwater port at Oakajee would:

•	 provide the capacity needed to accommodate any significant growth 
in demand from current and proposed iron ore producers;

•	 support the region’s resources sector by catering for larger and 
potentially more cost effective Capesize vessels; 

•	 allow for the attraction and development of new businesses which 
require proximity to a deepwater port;

•	 potentially provide a direct export route for businesses located in the 
proposed adjacent 6,500ha Oakajee Industrial Estate; and

•	 assist in reducing congestion in Perth and other WA ports.

The WARFTNP identifies the following priority:

•	 Plan for and invest towards common-user port infrastructure 
to develop the Mid West resources industry - Oakajee Mid West 
Development Project.

The Department of State Development (DSD) has commissioned a range 
of studies that will better inform decision making regarding the Oakajee 
port project.  This work aims to: 

•	 reduce capital costs;

•	 provide options for a scaled, staged approach to development;

•	 encourage greater use of existing rail infrastructure; and

•	 provide flexibility with rail line planning and coordination.

OPPORTUNITY: A scaled or staged development of Oakajee may be viable.

x8FOLD
INCREASED 
EXPORT FLOW
FROM GERALDTON PORTS 2012 - 2030

(Western Australian Regional Freight Transport Network Plan) 

STRATEgIC INFRASTRUCTURE

MovEMENT oF PEoPLE ANd RESoURCES

Oakajee port and industrial estate site, looking south towards Geraldton
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Oakajee Narngulu Infrastructure Corridor

The development of the ONIC is an essential component of the Oakajee 
port project.  ONIC is expected to:

•	 provide access for the required rail and fit-for-purpose road 
connections to Oakajee from existing rail and road networks, which 
will also effectively provide links from Oakajee to the Geraldton port 
and Geraldton’s current main industrial estate at Narngulu; 

•	 accommodate the provision of key services (for example power, gas and  
water) to the Oakajee port and proposed adjacent industrial estate; and

•	 be a major portion of the route of the proposed Geraldton outer bypass 
road required to reduce congestion and heavy haulage on Geraldton’s 
internal road systems. 

Other complementary projects

The Oakajee project is highly complementary with other major projects 
such as the Oakajee industrial estate (OIE) (which includes heavy industry 
areas), the proposed 330kV transmission line from Three Springs to 
Geraldton (and potentially Oakajee), and the State’s proposed PortLink 
project (refer Figure 51).

The proposed Oakajee deepwater port and associated infrastructure 
are seen as vital to the growth and development of the Mid West, with 
potential to create or enable thousands of new jobs and trigger more 
growth and development in the region than any other individual project.

CHALLENGE:  The expansion potential of the Geraldton port is limited 
and will not meet all of the projected needs of the region’s developing 
iron ore industry in terms of potential throughput or ship sizes.

PortLink Inland Freight Corridor

The development of Oakajee would create a new international gateway 
to Asia and given the proposed PortLink Inland Freight Corridor, could 
position the Mid West as a logistics hub for the State, linked to a national 
freight network.

The recent sealing of sections of the Goldfields Highway is consistent 
with the proposed State Government endorsed PortLink Inland Freight 
Corridor concept (Figure 51).  This seeks to establish integrated 
infrastructure corridors linking major regional and State ports including 
Port Hedland, Geraldton / Oakajee, Esperance and Kwinana.  It also 
provides the basis for a better connection between the Mid West and the 
eastern states via rail through Kalgoorlie.

There have been recent efforts to establish an inter-regional business and 
contract servicing link with the highly prospective Central Lands district 
in the eastern Goldfields.  The focus has been on 'opening up assets' in 
the district and establishing a transport corridor that would facilitate 
future economic and social development.  The connection of the Central 
Lands (including the Musgrave minerals province) to Mid West export 
infrastructure will be considered as part of the PortLink studies.

A north west bypass around Kalgoorlie and an intermodal hub at 
Kalgoorlie is part of the PortLink concept.  A PortLink Steering 
Committee has been established by government to provide strategic 
advice in the planning and implementation process.
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PortLink
PortLink Inland Freight Corridor Concept

Fremantle Port

Broome Port

Port Hedland Port

Esperance Port

To South Australia 
and eastern states

Norsman

Kalgoorlie-Boulder

Laverton

Leinster

Geraldton Port

Wiluna

Proposed Oakajee Port

Newman

Meekatharra

karara Mining Ltd, first magnetite export from Geraldton Port

Figure 51. Portlink Inland Freight Corridor (concept)
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GERALdTON PORT ExPANSION ANd OPTIMISATION

The Geraldton port has achieved its eighth consecutive annual 
import / export record in 2013-14 (18.5 million tonnes) and is nearing its 
current physical import / export capacity (around 20mtpa) (Figure 52).

18.5million

GERALDTON PORT IMPORT EXPORT TRADE  (2004/05 - 2013/14)

Eighth consecutive annual export re
cord

to
nn

es

(2004/05)

(2013/14)

6 million

MAX PORT CAPACITY 20 million tonnes (approx)

IMPORT EXPORT

Until the proposed deepwater port at Oakajee is developed, the ability 
to export products via the Geraldton port will be essential for unlocking 
some of the otherwise stranded Mid West mineral deposits.  In addition 
the development of new or other existing industries may also be 
dependent upon importing / exporting through a nearby port.  Increasing 
the capacity of the Geraldton port is therefore likely to be critical for 
region’s economic growth and development in the short to medium term.

Assuming the development of Oakajee, the WARFTNP projects an 
eightfold increase in export flows from the Mid West (Geraldton and 
proposed Oakajee ports) between 2012 and 2030; by far the largest 
projected percentage increase of any of WA’s port towns / cities.

In addition to berth capacity, there are other infrastructure bottlenecks at 
the port.  Trucks hauling bulk freight into the port can experience significant 
queuing delays with the tunnel built to separate road and rail traffic unable 
to accommodate two-way traffic.  The port is also currently only serviced 
with curtailable power, meaning its supply can be ‘switched off’ during peak 
local demand periods.

CHALLENGE:  Throughput at the Geraldton port is approaching its 
current capacity of around 20mtpa.  Further upgrades to power and 
road / rail access would be required to reach the port's practical 
capacity of around 30mtpa.

The WARFTNP identifies the following Mid West port priorities:

•	 Optimise existing berths at the port of Geraldton to service the surge 
in resources trade to take the port to 20-30mtpa until Oakajee is 
developed.  
- extend Berths 2 and 6; undertake harbour surge mitigation 
program; install advanced mooring systems. 
- upgrade shiploaders at Berths 4 and 5.

Decisions to upgrade of the Geraldton port will be undertaken on 
a commercial basis by the Mid West Port Authority, its clients and 
government at a time that best meets their corporate and commercial 
objectives.

The previous State Agreement with Mitsubishi (relating to the 
development of Oakajee) may have limited the throughput of the 
Geraldton port to 12mtpa of iron ore once Oakajee became operational.  
The contractual agreements with Mitsubishi in relation to Oakajee are 
now concluded, so the previous cap on iron ore exports through the 
Geraldton port is no longer applicable.

CHALLENGE:  Further expansions of the Geraldton port may 
undermine the business case for the development of Oakajee ie the 
additional 10mtpa that could be exported via Geraldton would assist 
the business case for the development of Oakajee.

Sea container facilities at the Geraldton port could increase the export 
potential for value added services (such as food export) and enable 
import of other commodities currently delivered to the region via road.

CHALLENGE:  The Geraldton port does not have container facilities, 
which results in additional transportation costs for Mid West 
businesses in the northern half of the State importing / exporting 

containerised goods via Fremantle.

A Fishing Boat Harbour is situated to the south of the commercial 
shipping harbour.  With around 110 pens available to meet the needs 
of the local fishing fleet (around 105 vessels), the site offers mooring, 
re-fuelling and loading facilities for the fishing fleet and marine 
servicing businesses.  A significant refurbishment and expansion 
of facilities are currently being planned through the potential 
establishment of a Marine Services Hub.

Figure 52. Geraldton Port import and export trade volumes - 2004/05 - 2013/14

Geraldton Heavy Boat Lifter, taking Spirit of Australia out of the water for service
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RAIL NETWORkS

The rail network in the Mid West region is owned by the WA State 
Government and is managed and operated on a long-term lease by 
private company, Brookfield Rail until 2049.  Rail haulage in the Mid West 
primarily consists of iron ore, other minerals and grain and is critical to 
getting products to market and reducing the impact on the region’s road 
network.  Rail passenger services between Perth and Geraldton ceased in 
the 1970’s and the region no longer has any rail passenger services.  

With the emergence of the Mid West as a prominent iron ore province, there 
has been a significant increase in demand for capacity on the rail network to 
transport product to export markets through the Geraldton port.

Mid West rail volumes has more than tripled in recent years, from around 
4.67 mt in 2009-10 to 15 mt in 2013-14.[1]  Increase in minerals volumes 
accounted for most of this growth, representing 14.06 mt in 2013-14 
(94% of total rail volumes) (Table 16).

NET TONNES  
(MTPA)

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14

Minerals 3.63 3.06 2.76 9.66 14.06

Grain 1.04 0.75 0.54 1.05 0.94

TOTAL 4.67 3.81 3.29 10.71 15.00

Table 16. Mid West Rail Volumes (net tonnes), 2009/10 - 2013/14

In 2013-14 there were 3,410 individual ‘loaded’ rail movements in the 
Mid West (principally to the Geraldton port), with 2,992 of these carrying 
minerals (88%) (Table 17).[2]  These rail movements consisted of up to 
104 wagons and three locomotives.

NUMBER OF 
MOVEMENTS

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14

Minerals 1,102 1,061 907 2,415 2,992

Grain 537 373 253 488 418

TOTAL 1,639 1,434 1,160 2,903 3,410

Table 17. Mid West Rail Movements (loaded), 2009-10 - 2013-14

Brookfield Rail's Mid West Rail Upgrade was completed in October 2012, 
transforming the region's rail infrastructure.  More than 184km of the 
rail network and related infrastructure was replaced from Morawa north 
through Mullewa and west to Geraldton Port, increasing rail capacity from 
3mtpa to 25mtpa, and with further investment, 75mtpa.  The new rail line 
includes concrete dual gauge sleepers, up to 60kg / metre rail, with a 
minimum of 21 tonne axle load at narrow gauge.

The design enables extension of standard gauge infrastructure from 
Geraldton and its Narngulu Industrial Estate to the proposed deepwater 
port at Oakajee.  Further extension to Yilgarn (Goldfields region) and 
other 'stranded' Mid West producers (and potential producers) warrants 
further consideration.

1 Brookfield Rail.  Data provided for Blueprint
2 Brookfield Rail.  Data provided for Blueprint

Karara Mining Ltd also completed an 85km dual gauge sleeper rail line 
(30mtpa capacity) from its mine site to the Tilley Siding in 2013, valued at 
more than $150 million.  There may be potential for other local producers 
to access this rail (and road) infrastructure.

The line between Geraldton and Perth (Midland Rail Line) continues to 
operate safely and efficiently, primarily supporting grain haulage.  This 
line is maintained at a 'fit for purpose' level for grain haulage and has 
limited axle load and track speed.  It would require a significant upgrade 
to be useable for anything other than grain.

The main railway depot at Narngulu, 13km from the port of Geraldton, is 
the junction of the two railway lines that come from the south.  Another 
line branches off at Dongara to service the currently idled mineral sand 
mine at Eneabba.

CHALLENGE:  Potentially valuable mineral deposits are stranded 
without connection to rail infrastructure linked to the region’s 
exporting infrastructure.

CHALLENGE:  The Mid West does not have a rail passenger service.  
A high speed service between Geraldton and Perth would improve 
accessibility to the region and provide an alternative to driving or flying 
for tourists and residents.  Although a service would not currently 
be viable it may become viable if there’s a significant increase in the 
region’s population and tourists. 

The WARFTNP identifies the following Mid West rail priority:

1. Construct a potential dual guage extension to Brookfield Rail's 
southern Mid West rail network.

MovEMENT oF PEoPLE ANd RESoURCES

Brookfield Rail, east - west line

A logistics hub for the State

The Mid West is strategically located between 
the Fremantle port and the country’s leading 
direct shipping iron ore province, the Pilbara.  
To capitalise on its position, the region has a 
busy Panamax port in Geraldton with plans for 
a deepwater port at Oakajee.  These exporting 
facilities are supported by an integrated network 
of dual gauge rail infrastructure, 20,300km of 
roads, the dampier Bunbury Gas pipeline, grid 
supplied power and access to groundwater.  
Future opportunities exist in the expansion of the 
rail infrastructure to connect the Yilgarn mineral 
producers to Mid West export infrastructure and 
ultimately the eastern states.  The State has also 
developed a fully structure planned, 6,500ha 
greenfields industrial estate site adjacent to the 
planned deepwater port. This will be linked via the 
Geraldton heavy freight bypass and the Oakajee 
Narngulu Infrastructure Corridor.
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ROAd NETWORkS

Growth of the iron ore industry, as well as shut down of some grain receival 
points and sections of rail, are leading to increased tonnages on the road.  
Competition between iron ore and wheat haulage on rural roads is an 
ongoing issue for many Mid West towns and leads to local safety challenges.

As its regional centre, Geraldton is experiencing significant traffic 
pressures, particularly CBD access, which is problematic for residents 
and visitors.  Traffic modelling is being undertaken to enhance networks 
and traffic management to accommodate expected growth.

Growth in the southwest of the Pilbara is resulting significant additional 
traffic on Mid West roads transporting equipment sourced from Perth.  
The number of road trains passing through the region is growing and 
expected to continue.  Maintaining the standard of existing roads is equally 
important for Mid West communities and visitors as well as industry.

CHALLENGE:  Continued investment is necessary to maintain existing 
road infrastructure to a reasonable standard as well as satisfying 
future traffic demands.

CHALLENGE:  The WA Regional Freight Transport Network Plan (p44) 
has indicated potential in the future for High Wide Load and 
Restricted Access Vehicles (53m and longer) being permitted south 
of Carnarvon on the North West Coastal Highway.  This would require 
significant investment, particularly around Mid West towns, to ensure 
safety and efficiency.

CHALLENGE:  The region can reduce expense and generate local 
economic activity by using local capacity to undertake road projects.

Geraldton Outer Bypass (stage 1)

A bypass around Geraldton is a key strategic infrastructure project for the 
Mid West.  Based on projected freight growth and congestion rates it is 
anticipated that a bypass will be required by 2018.  The bypass consists 
of the road component of the ONIC (stage 1) and a connection south to 
Brand Highway (stage 2). 

The Geraldton Outer Bypass would:

•	 provide a more efficient route for heavy and oversized vehicles to 
travel around Geraldton;

•	 improve safety and amenity of North West Coastal Highway through 
Geraldton on completion of the first stage (ONIC road);

•	 improve safety and amenity of Brand Highway through Geraldton on 
completion of the second stage;

•	 facilitate of the development of the fully structure planned Oakajee 
Industrial Estate; and

•	 deliver a fit for purpose connection of the Narngulu Industrial Estate 
with the proposed port and industrial estate at Oakajee. 

A bypass was recently developed around the Morawa CBD, as part of 
its development as a Regional SuperTown.  A number of other road 
bypasses are also proposed to divert traffic (particularly heavy freight) 
around the towns of Dongara (Irwin), Northampton and Mullewa.

Some Mid West road congestion issues have been eased with the 
completion of road sealing and public access onto Indian Ocean Drive.  
Large commercial vehicles are not permitted onto Indian Ocean Drive 
and are restricted to Brand Highway, although the two roads merge 
around 30km south of Dongara.  A Dongara to Northampton Strategic 
Corridor Study has been commissioned to consider alternatives for an 
integrated bypass solution for heavy traffic between / around Dongara, 
Geraldton and Northampton (around 110km).

With several Mid West resource projects now in production and traffic from 
the Pilbarra steadily increasing, heavy freight haulage is compromising 
amenity and safety of several hinterland communities.  It is also starting 
to create conflict with other heavy traffic such as grain and livestock, 
presenting issues for maintaining road standards and community safety.  
Several other Mid West communities are starting to express interest in 
bypass solutions as a result eg Carnamah, Meekatharra.

The WARFTNP identifies the following Mid West road priorities:

1. Construct Geraldton Outer Bypass stage 1: connect Oakajee Estate 
to Geraldton Mount Magnet Road creating an outer bypass of the 
City of [Greater] Geraldton.

2. Construct Geraldton Inner Bypass stage 1: southern section of a 
north-south link road for Geraldton.

3. Duplicate the North West Coastal Highway within the City of 
[Greater] Geraldton: Utakarra Road to Green Street.

4. Construct the Northampton heavy vehicle bypass.

5. Realign the Brand Highway at Bookarra and S-Bends: replace 
bridges at Pell's River, Greenough River and Irwin River.

Livestock truck, fuelling up in Meekatharra

AEROdROMES

Located 12km east of the CBD, the Geraldton airport is a 
security-controlled and Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) certified 
aerodrome.  It has runway, taxiway and apron infrastructure capacity for 
A320/B737 operations and is serviced with multiple daily regular public 
transport (RPT) services.

Since the re-entry of a second airline into Geraldton, passenger 
movements have increased consistently to an average of 
135,000 / annum over the last three years (up nearly 25-30% since 
2010-11).[1]  Its total of 138,398 in 2013-14 was its record throughput.  
With the RPT terminal operating near capacity of its security screening 
and departure lounge in 2013, terminal expansions and new departure 
lounges have been developed.  The main runway (03/21) at Geraldton 
airport was last overlaid in 1998 and had a working life of approximately 
15 years.  Major refurbishment works in the form of a runway pavement 
overlay will shortly be required

Meekatharra, Mount Magnet and Wiluna also have CASA certified 
aerodromes that accommodate regulated RPT, charter and RFDS flights 
to and from Perth.  Registered aerodromes are located in Kalbarri and 
Morawa.  Other local government aerodromes served by charter and 
RFDS operations exist in Cue, Dongara, Murchison, Perenjori, Sandstone 
and Yalgoo.  Various Mid West aerodromes may need upgrades to enable 
economic growth and accommodate future population and FIFO demands.

There are a number of private charter operators based in the Mid West 
that provide FIFO charter services to inland mine sites and support the 
Abrolhos fishing and regional tourism industries.

With the transition of several WA mines from construction to production 
phases, the number of passenger movements is expected to increase 
due to shorter operational roster cycles.[2]  By 2020, CME forecasts that 
the number of resource sector workers using the Perth airport to fly to 
regional WA will increase by 313,000 over 2014 levels.  A commensurate 
increase in Mid West air traffic might be expected.

There are limited direct flights from the Mid West into regions such as 
the Pilbara and Goldfields, requiring passengers to first travel to Perth to 
connect with their inter regional flights.  This adds significant time and 
expense and constrains inter regional business.

CHALLENGE:  Potential servicing of international capacity airlines 
should be a consideration in future growth of the Geraldton airport, 
coupled with efforts to maintain a competitive servicing environment.

CHALLENGE:  Forecast increases in regional air traffic are expected 
to place additional pressure on Mid West aerodrome infrastructure, 
particularly in Geraldton.

CHALLENGE:  The viability of certified and registered local government 
aerodromes is an ongoing priority for the Mid West, with many relying 
upon operating subsidises from their local government owners.

CHALLENGE:  The lack of direct inter regional flights is a constraint to 
doing business in other regions.

1 Geraldton Airport passenger statistics.  City of Greater Geraldton.
2 Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia. 
 2015-2025 Western Australian Resources Sector Outlook (November 2014).

MovEMENT oF PEoPLE ANd RESoURCES Cont'd
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 goAL: 
optimal transport linkages to facilitate 
movement of people and product to domestic and 
international markets

2050 oUTCoMES
Regional Aspirations CHALLENgES / oPPoRTUNITIES STRATEgIES TERM

StRAtEGIC InFRAStRUCtURE
A coordinated cross agency approach 
(in partnership with industry and 
community) towards the development of 
essential strategic infrastructure.

A shared vision and unified approach across agencies and the 
private sector is required to support the timely delivery of major 
regional infrastructure.  This includes identifying and securing key 
infrastructure corridors to enable future development.

A strategic (and potentially staged) approach is needed to deliver key 
Mid West infrastructure to capture future economic opportunities.

Securing funding and the long lead times associated with major 
infrastructure items (investigations, approvals and development) 
present significant challenges to realising economic opportunities 
in a timely manner.

Develop an overall Mid West Strategic Infrastructure Plan based on 
priorities identified in the Blueprint and designate key dependencies 
and efficiencies between projects.  MWSIG will be refocused on 
driving the timely development of key components in the Plan.

Consider options for staged delivery of major infrastructure items 
to avoid future bottlenecks and urgent development pressures.

Identify a number of investment models and opportunities for 
community, industry and investor partnerships for infrastructure.

oAKAJEE PoRt
Development of Oakajee deepwater port 
and associated infrastructure.

A scaled or staged development of Oakajee may be viable.

The expansion potential of the Geraldton port is limited and will not 
meet all of the projected needs of the region’s developing iron ore 
industry in terms of potential throughput or ship sizes.

Support the development of Oakajee by investigating options and 
opportunities to improve its business case.

GERALdton PoRt
Expansion of the Geraldton port to 
meet the demand of its current and 
prospective customers while minimising 
any negative impact (from its expansion) 
on the business case for the development 
of Oakajee.

Throughput at the Geraldton port is approaching its current capacity 
of around 20mtpa.  In order to meet projected demand in the short to 
medium term the port needs further upgrades to power and road/rail 
access to be able to reach its practical capacity of around 30mtpa.

Optimise, and where appropriate, expand the Geraldton port to 
meet the demand of its current and prospective customers.

Further expansions of the Geraldton port may undermine the 
business case for the development of Oakajee ie the additional 
10mtpa that could be exported via Geraldton would assist the 
business case for the development of Oakajee.

Provide certainty ASAP regarding the timing of the development of 
a deepwater port at Oakajee so that the potential for “leakage” of 
tonnages needed for its business case is minimised.

The Geraldton port does not have container facilities, which results 
in additional transportation costs for Mid West businesses in the 
northern half of the State importing/exporting containerised goods 
via Fremantle.

Investigate the viability of establishing container handling facilities 
at either the Geraldton port or the proposed Oakajee port.  
If positive, the latter should be considered in the business case for 
Oakajee’s development.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
There are limited public transport options outside of Geraldton.  This 
largely affects people in the hinterland needing to access services in other 
communities (school, health, social services etc).  A limited bus service 
operates in Geraldton, with community buses operating in some shires.

CHALLENGE:  Meeting local public transport needs in many communities 
both within towns and links to other communities.
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- +2050 oUTCoMES
Regional Aspirations CHALLENgES / oPPoRTUNITIES STRATEgIES TERM

RAIL
The region's existing rail networks 
are optimised and meet industry and 
community demands.

Potentially valuable mineral deposits are stranded without 
connection to rail infrastructure linked to the region’s exporting 
infrastructure.

Optimise and expand existing rail networks to meet growing 
industry demands.

Construct new, and extend existing, rail networks to connect 
stranded mineral deposits to exporting facilities (with particular 
focus on the most advanced and prospective mineral deposits).

The Mid West does not have a rail passenger service.  A high speed 
service between Geraldton and Perth would improve accessibility to 
the region and provide an alternative to driving or flying for tourists 
and residents.  Although a service would not currently be viable it 
may become viable if there’s a significant increase in the region’s 
population and tourists.

Investigate high speed rail from Geraldton to Perth and potentially 
Bunbury (2050 project based on population demands).

RoAdS
Continued investment in Mid West road 
infrastructure has enabled industry 
growth and relieved traffic congestion.

Continued investment is necessary to maintain existing road 
infrastructure to a reasonable standard as well as satisfying future 
traffic demands.

Advocate for continued investment in the region’s major road 
arteries based on the agreed priorities of the State government, 
MWSIG and regional stakeholders.

The WA Regional Freight Transport Network Plan (p44) has 
indicated potential in the future for High Wide Load and Restricted 
Access Vehicles (53m and longer) being permitted south of 
Carnarvon on the North West Coastal Highway.  This would require 
significant investment, particularly around Mid West towns, to 
ensure safety and efficiency.

Monitor the status of policy changes and their potential impact and 
integrate solutions into future regional planning.

Advocate for appropriate infrastructure investment around Mid West 
towns to ensure safety and efficiency of traffic movements.

The region can reduce expense and generate local economic 
activity by using local capacity to undertake road projects.

Support local government and community involvement in the 
development of local roads.

AERodRoMES
The region's aerodrome network 
optimises the movement of people  
and products inter and intra regionally.

Further growth of Geraldton airport should consider the potential 
servicing of international standard airlines, coupled with efforts to 
maintain a competitive servicing environment.

Develop a business case for Geraldton airport expansion, including 
potential servicing of international A330 / B787 class aircrafts.

Forecast increases in regional air traffic is expected to place 
additional pressures on Mid West aerodrome infrastructure, 
particularly in Geraldton.

Mid West airport owners need to regularly review and update their 
Airport Master Plans and Asset Management Plans.  This will ensure 
efficient planning and management of aeronautical infrastructure 
needs is completed in a timely and financially sustainable manner to 
meet possible future increases in regional air traffic. 

The viability of certified and registered local government aerodromes 
is an ongoing priority for the Mid West, with many relying upon 
operating subsidises from their local government owners.

The lack of direct inter regional flights is a constraint to doing 
business in other regions.

Attract carriers to create competitive networks for improved 
aerodrome viability.

Maintain viable strategic local aerodromes to ensure ongoing RPT 
and RFDS services and encourage economic and social development 
in the Mid West and with other regions.

PUBLIC tRAnSPoRt
Effective and "fit for purpose" 
inter and intra regional public 
transport solution operates in 
all Mid West communities.

Meeting local public transport needs in many communities both 
within towns and links to other communities.

Work with local governments and communities to develop tailored 
inter and intra regional public transport solutions to meet local 
community needs.
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The Mid West is almost entirely dependent on groundwater resources 
for its water needs, with land and water use closely aligned with the 
underlying hydrogeology.  Groundwater in the Mid West is broadly divided 
into coastal sedimentary aquifer systems (within 100km of the coast) and 
irregular fractured rock areas further inland.

The Department of Water (DoW) manages and defines groundwater 
management areas (GWAs), with three management systems occurring 
within the Mid West (Figure 53); namely the:

•	 Arrowsmith GWA (coastal), which provides large quantities of often 
good quality water from the North Perth Basin, primarily from the 
Parmelia and Yarragadee aquifers; and

•	 East Murchison and Gascoyne GWAs, which are dominated by 
fractured rock, alluvium, calcrete and paleochannel deposits 
making them more variable in quality and quantity.

According to DoW's Draft Water Supply Planning series (May 2013) 
licensed water entitlements in the Mid West in 2012 totalled 
164 GL / annum, including 8 GL / annum of water used for stock and 
domestic (self supply) purposes.  It is estimated that some licenses in 
the region use 50-60% of their licensed entitlement, which fluctuates 
annually due to variations in operating capacity of individual mining 
operations and variations annual crop demands.  DoW manages these 
unused water entitlements through the application of its policy and 
legislative tools.

The Water Corporation operates 19 water supply schemes in the 
Mid West region (includes Gascoyne), with the largest being the 
Geraldton Regional Water Supply Scheme.  Water for towns nearer 
to the coast is drawn from a variety of confined and unconfined 
sedimentary aquifers.  Murchison towns are limited to use of fractured 
rock groundwater resources.

RESOURCE IdENTIFICATION

Although the region is positioned above significant underground 
aquifers, the availability of data on precise locations and exact quality 
and quantity of available water varies.  This is particularly so in the 
Murchison subregion, which has significant fractured bedrock making 
it difficult to quantify water resources without extensive exploration at 
significant expense.

A recent investigation of Murchison paleochannels indicated potential 
to yield usable volumes of groundwater.  Given the complexity of the 
systems and the preliminary nature of investigations, further work 
is being undertaken by DoW to better understand the paleochannels' 
water quantity and quality for economic development.

The impact of weather variations over time on available water supply in 
the region must be continually monitored and managed.

CHALLENGE:  The precise locations, quality and quantity of Mid West 
water resources are not fully understood.  determining this 
information for a specific project can become relatively costly for 
proponents, particularly for smaller scale enterprises.

MINE dEWATERING

As at December 2013, Mid West mines were dewatering around 26 GL 
of water annually.  There are increasing examples of mine water being 
used for nearby agriculture projects.

This warrants closer analysis in the Mid West given its large mining and 
agricultural interests, with the focus on mines with longer resource life.  
Opportunities may also exist to access water from disused mine pits.

OPPORTUNITY:  depending on water quality and cost of treatment and 
transport, there may be new opportunities to use excess mine water 
for agricultural growth and development.

WASTE WATER TREATMENT

The region has 12 Waste Water Treatment Plants (WWTPs) that 
recycled 465 ML of water for irrigation of public areas (eg sports fields, 
cemetery) in 2013-14.

Maximising recycling opportunities is about finding ways to reuse 
available wastewater outflows from existing WWTPs.  These reuse 
opportunities are usually most viable close to the WWTP and reuse 
options within the WWTP buffers are often the most cost effective.

CHALLENGE:  To increase waste water recycling from existing WWTPs.

WATER FOR INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE

Growth in Asia and other populous regions means the supply of food 
(protein) is emerging as a major opportunity.  Expanding Mid West 
agriculture output to help address this emerging global food shortage 
may result in an increase in water demand.

Although the region has abundant natural water reserves, additional 
investment in water for food initiatives is needed to facilitate the 
sustainable development of additional agricultural outputs.

The horticulture potential of the region is also constrained by:

•	 proximity to markets;

•	 water availability;

•	 cost effective supply;

•	 power;

•	 land zoning and tenure; and

•	 available research into irrigated agriculture potential, including 
investigations into expanded use of high quality agricultural land.

Opportunities may include development of irrigation precincts with 
innovative land, water and power supply alternatives.  For example, 
some of the region’s more productive farming lands are relatively close 
to renewable energy sources.  This may present opportunities for lower 
cost or more effective / efficient power for extraction and movement of 
water for horticulture.

CHALLENGE:  Regional supply of additional food to meet domestic 
and global shortages will be constrained in part by the cost effective 
availability of water.

GL/PY164 
LICENSED WATER
ENTITLEMENTS 
IN THE MID WEST REGION (2012)

MId WEST WATER 

WATER 

East Murchison

Arrowsmith

Gascoyne

Figure 53. Mid West Groundwater Management Areas

Mid West peaches
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WATER Cont'd

2050 oUTCoMES
Regional Aspirations CHALLENgES / oPPoRTUNITIES STRATEgIES TERM

RESoURCE IdEntIFICAtIon
The location, quality and quantity of all 
Mid West water resources is clearly 
understood with information  
readily available.

The precise locations, quality and quantity of Mid West water 
resources are not fully understood.  Determining this information 
for a specific project can become relatively costly for proponents, 
particularly for smaller scale enterprises.

Ensure Mid West water availability, quality and potential for 
domestic and economic development uses is properly understood.

Work with key organisations to ensure potential climate change 
impacts on regional water resources are understood.

MInE dEWAtERInG
Available mine dewater is  
reused for another purpose.

Depending on water quality and cost of treatment and transport, 
there may be new opportunities to use excess mine water for 
agricultural growth and development.

Determine location, quality and quantity of Mid West mine dewater.

Investigate options for the reuse of water from mine projects to 
develop new industry opportunities.

WAStE WAtER 
All Mid West waste water is viewed and 
utilised as a valuable resource. To increase waste water recycling from existing WWTPs

Invest in infrastructure from existing WWTPs that maximises 
wastewater recycling and reuse in the region.

Develop new WWTPs throughout the region to maximise waste  
water reuse.

 goAL: 
Sustainable regional water supply that enables the 
intensification of agriculture, establishment of new industries 
and supply of communities with quality water

AddITIONAL SUPPLY ANd EFFICIENCY

Agriculture and mining are dominant industry sectors in the Mid West 
and are also the two biggest users of water.  Growth in either sector 
will mean commensurate growth in water demands.  Increasingly 
there is competition for water between the sectors, particularly in the 
North Midlands, with emerging iron ore projects requiring large volumes 
of groundwater.

Availability of water may constrain some heavy industry opportunities 
at the proposed OIE.  Several water and wastewater infrastructure 
alternatives for the Oakajee port and industrial estate have been 
considered and costed.  Opportunities to establish water projects in the 
OIE buffer may warrant consideration.

As urban areas develop there may be a need for increased use of 
alternative water supply solutions to meet local demand.  This may 
include sites with limited groundwater or where development occurs 
away from existing water infrastructure.  Independent community 
or developer owned solutions may become more commonplace as 
pressures on scheme water create cost pressures.

With its primary industry base and various natural assets, including 
water, arable lands and renewable energy sources, the region is well 
placed to take a lead in water and energy management innovation for 
primary production.  This could extend to domestic applications, with 
smart metering and other technological solutions to maximise water 
efficiency already being considered in various Mid West communities.

Secure quality water supply is a priority in all Murchison communities.  
Potable water supply is necessary for domestic purposes, with 
water availability also impeding the viability of pastoral areas.  
The Water Corporation has plans to progressively install water treatment 
plants in Murchison communities to improve water quality over the 
next 5-10 years, subject to funding.  The Water Corporation is currently 
undertaking upgrades of the water treatment plants in Wiluna and Yalgoo.

The region can position itself as a potential leader in the development 
of innovative water management solutions for primary production and 
domestic consumption.

CHALLENGE:  Innovative solutions are necessary to enable efficient 
supply and provision of additional water resources as industry and 
domestic demands increase.
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++-2050 oUTCoMES
Regional Aspirations CHALLENgES / oPPoRTUNITIES STRATEgIES TERM

WAtER FoR AGRICULtURAL 
dIVERSIFICAtIon
Water is available in all Mid West 
communities to expand agricultural 
production for domestic and  
possibly international supply.

Regional supply of additional food to meet domestic and global 
shortages will be constrained in part by the cost effective 
availability of water.

Work with growers and agencies to economically evaluate potential 
water for food projects in each subregion including:

•	 Murchison – intensive cropping incorporating stock and / or 
horticulture;

•	 North Midlands – intensive cropping and /or horticulture; and

•	 Batavia Coast – horticulture expansion and alternative 
production eg algae (aquaculture).

AddItIonAL SUPPLY And 
EFFICIEnCY 
Appropriate quality water is available to 
support economic and population growth 
in all Mid West communities.

Innovative solutions are necessary to enable efficient supply and 
provision of additional water resources as industry and domestic 
demands increase.

Investigate new water sources for future regional development that 
focuses on innovation to maximise current and future efficiencies.

Investigate desalination opportunities for industry and domestic use, 
including the use of renewable energy sources.

Investigate the provision of community or developer owned water 
infrastructure for development.

Encourage initiatives that reduce, reuse and recycle water, such 
as smart metering and encourage community participation 
and engagement in basic water management practices such as 
native gardens and water tanks.

Work with communities and providers to ensure adequate supply of 
quality water that meets the needs of all communities.

Yalgoo water park
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ENERgY

The South West Interconnected System (SWIS) supplies grid power to 
the southern and coastal parts of the Mid West via dual 132kV lines from 
Bunbury, Muja and Kwinana power stations.  The section from Neerabup 
to Three Springs has recently been upgraded with 330kV infrastructure.  
Much of the North Midlands and Murchison subregions are off grid and 
are serviced by a mixture of diesel, gas and renewable solutions.

The transmission capacity of the region’s electricity network is 
severely constrained, which limits the opportunity to develop new 
power generation sources within the region.  The ability to develop new 
projects in the region that need significant power is severely limited.  
Some existing major users are receiving only curtailable supply, which 
can be switched off during peak demand periods.

The rigorous New Facilities Investment Test (NFIT) makes 
Economic Regulation Authority of WA (ERA) approvals for new 
energy projects, including renewables, challenging, expensive and time 
consuming.  Streamlining these processes may aid future renewable energy 
development.  Access to the SWIS is also an issue given Western Power’s 
queuing policy (first in first served) and technical requirements.

The energy requirements of prospective Oakajee Industrial Estate (OIE) 
tenants is not yet able to be determined.  Localised generation and supply 
from the OIE warrants further analysis, particularly using available land 
in the OIE buffer.  Additional power is also needed at the Geraldton port.

There are opportunities for localised renewable energy generation 
and / or independent off grid supply, particularly for large individual 
users or where agglomeration of smaller consumers exists, for 
example, industrial estates and small communities.

The CGG participated in the IBM Smarter Cities challenge in 2012, which 
resulted in a number of recommendations regarding smart metering, 
creation of a virtual power plant and integrated regional renewable 
energy solutions.  Investment in innovations like these would capitalise on 
Mid West renewable energy prospectivity and realise regional advantages.

STRATEGIC ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

The first stage of a 330kV transmission line from Perth to Geraldton 
(Neerabup to the Karara mine via Eneabba and Three Springs) is now 
complete.  The second stage from Three Springs to Moonyoonooka 
(Geraldton) and potentially Oakajee is subject to further funding.

There is consideration of a reinforced 132kV system from Three Springs 
to Geraldton based on 132kV lines on 330kV towers, which would reduce 
the financial barriers to a future upgrade to 330kV output.

CHALLENGE:  The second stage of the 330kV transmission network 
may be required to support development in Geraldton (and potentially 
Oakajee) and allow new large-scale diversified generation sources in 
the Mid West to dispatch into the SWIS.

Completion of the 330kV transmission line will improve the reliability of 
power supply to Geraldton but the northern parts of the Mid West will still 
face capacity and reliability issues.  A base load gas fired power station 
located in the region may improve outcomes for larger block loads.  
Industry is investigating a sustainable energy project for the Mid West 
that could deliver around 10MW of base load power.  The first stage of this 
project would tap into the Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline and 
incorporate alternative energy sources at a later date.

OPPORTUNITY:  A gas fired power station in the Mid West may improve 
the reliability and capacity of supply in the north of the region.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS

The Mid West region has abundant renewable energy resources such 
as solar, wind, wave, geothermal and biomass.  A number of renewable 
energy projects operate in the region and several more are in planning.  
The region’s renewable energy potential is constrained until the 
330kV line (stage 2) is developed, enabling new projects to feed power 
into the SWIS.  Storage and the commercial realities of renewable 
energy in comparison to conventional sources also constrains further 
development of the local industry.

Depletion of non renewable resources globally and global warming 
will necessitate innovation and further investment in new energy 
solutions.  The region’s natural advantages in the field, across a variety 
of renewable energy platforms, place it in a strong position to capitalise 
upon this global demand in terms of research and development and / or 
direct supply of energy (net export).  "A clean interconnected grid can 
reliably provide base load supply to the region’s mining sites through a 
mix of reliable, renewable and conventional sources".[1]

OPPORTUNITY:  With depletion of non renewable energy sources and 
impacts of global warming, the region’s renewable energy potential 
can be further harnessed for domestic supply and possible export (in 
the longer term).

CHALLENGE:  Storage of renewable energy constrains the 
development of a viable renewable energy sector.

1 IBM Smarter Cities Challenge - City of Greater Geraldton report (2012)

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS

The Mid West needs to reduce its reliance on traditional fossil fuels.  
The region has a range of existing and prospective future energy 
resources, including uranium, thorium and unconventional gas.  The use 
of some of these resources is contentious and the region’s involvement 
with these is subject to further research and debate.

CHALLENGE:  With depletion of non renewable energy sources 
and impacts of global warming, various alternatives need to be 
investigated, understood and progressed appropriately.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INNOVATION

Technology exists that enables communities to aggregate data from 
multiple sources, generate analytics and develop learning systems that 
help consumers manage energy use and cost.

OPPORTUNITY:  Technology exists to aggregate demand and produce 
virtual plants with local generation and storage networks developed 
to meet community demands.

As non-renewable energy 
sources are depleted and society 
moves to reduce Co2 emissions, 
the region’s renewable energy 
potential can be further harnessed 
for domestic supply and possible export.

Mumbida Wind Farm, Walkaway

REgIoNAL ENERgY SoLUTIoNS
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2050 oUTCoMES
Regional Aspirations CHALLENgES / oPPoRTUNITIES STRATEgIES TERM

StRAtEGIC EnERGY 
InFRAStRUCtURE
The 330kV transmission line is  
complete and a gas fired power  
station developed in the Mid West

The second stage of the 330kV transmission network may be 
required to support development in Geraldton (and potentially 
Oakajee) and allow new large-scale diversified generation sources 
in the Mid West to dispatch into the SWIS.

A gas fired power station in the Mid West may improve the 
reliability and capacity of supply in the north of the region.

Examine long term regional energy needs and investigate delivery 
options; including but not limited to:

•	 a 330kV transmission line from Three Springs to Geraldton; and

•	 a base load gas fired power station in the region

REnEWABLE EnERGY SoLUtIonS
The Mid West is a national leader in 
renewable energy generation, utilisation 
and knowledge. With depletion of non renewable energy sources and impacts of 

global warming, the region’s renewable energy potential can be 
further harnessed for domestic supply and possible export (in the 
longer term).

Storage of renewable energy constrains the development of a 
viable renewable energy sector.

Investigate options for an integrated large scale, managed renewable 
energy solution (including storage and baseload technologies) for the 
Mid West to reduce reliance on carbon intensive power plants.

Work with local governments and communities on initiatives that 
provide small scale edge of grid solutions.

With local institutions, examine the creation of a research centre 
(research, development and extension) of excellence for renewable 
energy to capitalise on the region’s advantages and prospectivity 
for solar, wind, wave, geothermal and bioenergy production.

Work with relevant agencies to determine the viability and 
infrastructure required to develop energy export opportunities for 
overseas markets.

ALtERnAtIVE EnERGY SoLUtIonS 
Energy alternatives in the Mid West are 
understood and where appropriate fully 
utilised.

With depletion of non renewable energy sources and impacts 
of global warming, various alternatives need to be investigated, 
understood and progressed appropriately.

Undertake independent analysis of the potential benefits and 
impacts of unconventional gas extraction in the Mid West.

Ensure baseline water and environmental data is available in the 
event of unconventional gas extraction commencing in the Mid West.

Work with potential proponents to establish a waste to energy 
project in the Mid West.

Monitor the progress of technology in other countries for extraction 
and utilisation of alternative energy sources (for example thorium) 
in the Mid West.

EnERGY MAnAGEMEnt InnoVAtIon
Available technologies are fully utilised to 
maximise regional energy efficiency.

Technology exists to aggregate demand and produce virtual plants 
with local generation and storage networks developed to meet 
community demands.

Investigate and invest in integrated technologies for the efficient 
management of regional energy (as well as water and waste).

 goAL: 
Energy infrastructure is in place to supply the growth 
needs of Mid West communities and industry and for the 
development of renewable energy as a key industry
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2050 oUTCoMES
Regional Aspirations CHALLENgES / oPPoRTUNITIES STRATEgIES TERM

REGIonAL WAStE SoLUtIonS
Mid West waste is managed at a  
regional / subregional level.

To develop an environmentally responsible waste management 
strategy that recognises the region's vast land mass and the needs 
of all Mid West communities.

Fit for purpose subregional solutions could yield economies and 
efficiencies of scale for hinterland communities, particularly if 
waste is managed on a regional or subregional basis.

Support the development of an effective and adequately resourced, 
collaborative, regional waste management solutions for the 
Mid West.

WAStE MInIMISAtIon, REUSE 
And RECYCLInG
The Mid West has a strong waste 
minimisation, reuse and recycling culture 
where waste is viewed as a resource.

The regional focus should transition to waste minimisation, reuse 
and then recycling.  Recycling needs a proper environmental and 
financial justification.

Create a waste minimisation, reuse and recycling culture in the 
region where residents and industry are proactive, innovative and 
take responsibility for their role in regional waste management.

Provide infrastructure and services that make it easier for 
households to recycle waste.

Advocate for legislative changes that have a positive impact on 
waste management in regional waste.

WAStE MAnAGEMEnt InnoVAtIon
Available technologies are fully  
utilised to efficiently manage 
regional waste.

As non renewable energy sources are depleted, innovative waste 
management alternatives for the Mid West need to be investigated, 
understood and progressed appropriately.

Invest in the development of alternative waste treatment 
technologies for the efficient management of regional waste.

Develop environmentally sound waste management solutions in 
strategic locations to meet specific industry needs.

The Meru Waste Disposal Facility (MWDF) in Geraldton is the only 
Class III landfill north of Perth and services a number of Mid West local 
governments.  The City of Greater Geraldton's proposed Community 
Reuse and Recycling Centre also supports Geraldton and parts of the 
wider region.  Significant further investment in facilities such as the 
MWDF is required to meet State recycling targets.

Population and industry growth will continue to increase pressure on 
waste management across the region.  The tyranny of distance is a 
challenge for centres such as the MWDF to serve as a regional waste 
facility due largely to transport costs, noting that the MWDF does 
support some communities outside Geraldton.

CHALLENGE:  To develop an environmentally responsible waste 
management strategy that recognises the region's vast land mass and 
the needs of all Mid West communities.

OPPORTUNITY:  Fit for purpose subregional solutions could yield 
economies and efficiencies of scale for hinterland communities, 
particularly if waste is managed on a regional or subregional basis.

WASTE MINIMISATION, REUSE ANd RECYCLING

Kerbside recycling is not available in the Mid West.  It has been 
considered several times in some local governments but has not 
progressed due mainly to financial reasons.

CHALLENGE:  The regional focus should transition to waste 
minimisation, reuse and then recycling.  Recycling needs a proper 
environmental and financial justification.

Container Deposit Legislation is being considered by the Federal 
government, which if actioned would encourage people to deliver some 
recyclables to specific collection depots.

WASTE MANAGEMENT INNOVATION

A priority for the region must be to optimise the use of regional waste as 
a resource, with a number of innovative solutions available.  Achieving 
economies of scale remains a significant challenge for the region in 
regard to management of waste.

Innovation is essential to the effective management of regional waste 
and maximising its potential as a resource.

CHALLENGE:  As non renewable energy sources are depleted, 
innovative waste management alternatives for the Mid West need to 
be investigated, understood and progressed appropriately.

 goAL: 

optimal diversion of regional waste from landfill and inherent 
emissions by 2025 including strategies to maximise the use of 
regional waste (water, agricultural, industrial and domestic)  
as a resource

REgIoNAL WASTE SoLUTIoNS


